
Ryan Scott Perkins 
"My name is Ryan Perkins. I'm an alumnus of South Salem, and I live in Keizer now. 
I'm joining hundreds of community members who've been asking now for several months that the board 
permanently terminate its relationships with various police departments that provide SROs in advance 
of school reopening. Salem Keizer should reopen with police-free schools. 
Cops do not, generally speaking, solve or prevent crimes or violence. From 2013-2015, Salem PD had a 
solve rate for violent crimes around the 60%, and for property crimes, around 25%. Considering that 
there were 12 times as many property crimes, that's pretty abysmal overall! 
So, what do cops do? Well, they harass minoritized members of our community. They threaten and 
intimidate Black people, Latinx people, indigenous people, as well as anyone who is unlucky enough to 
find themselves without a house or apartment to live in. 
Cops are trained to resolve problems with violence, whatever the problem is. They don't do much at all 
in our schools, except to provide teachers and administrators with someone who is on-call to terrorize 
students who they determine to be misbehaving, whether that's simply cursing, or a student acting out 
and hitting another classmate or a teacher. 
If there is violence in our schools, we need to address it, obviously. But we cannot address it with more 
violence, and violence is the only tool cops have. We need to get police and surveillance equipment out 
of Salem-Keizer schools before they reopen, and reinvest all of that money (and then some!) into 
serving the needs of Black, Brown, and Indigenous students." 
 
Susan D. Callahan  
"August 9, 2020 
School Board Directors and Members of the Community: 
I am writing to express my support of:  
1) ending the SRO program in SKPS.  
2) the immediate resignation of Chairperson Marty Heyen and Director Paul Kyllo for their racist acts. If 
they refuse, I support filing a recall petition for a special election. 
In short, I ask: 
If we condemn racist acts in our classrooms, corridors, and cafeterias, why do we not extinguish racist 
acts in the SKPS Boardroom?  
Now is the time to act with accountability on behalf of all the students and constituents you serve. This 
moment will mark your public service legacy.  
Respectfully, 
Susan D. Callahan 
SPKS Parent 
Zone 3 (Sheronne Blasi) 
 
April Brenden-Locke  
"Dear Salem-Keizer School Board members, 
I am a former elementary educator with a Master of Arts in Teaching. I am writing to support the voices 
of students and families of color in the Salem-Keizer School District who are calling for the end of the 
Intergovernmental Agreements with local law enforcement. I am opposed to this program and do not 
want my tax dollars funding it.  
Young people thrive when they know they are welcome in and belong to the school community. Many 
Salem-Keizer students of color have testified at recent school board meetings that they do not feel 
valued or welcome in their schools. They have testified that the presence of police officers in schools is 
disruptive and intimidating to them, as they themselves or other students of color have had negative 
interactions with these officers in their schools, often for unfounded or ridiculous reasons (such as not 



turning in schoolwork). Police are not the correct resource to educate or or create thriving spaces for 
young people. I support the call to use these funds for counselors and extra-curricular activities to 
increase equity across the district. 
I applaud the Salem police chief for pausing the use of Salem police in this program for the rest of the 
school year. I urge the Salem-Keizer School Board to end all of the intergovernmental agreements for 
the school resource program and to make this a first step toward building a school district where 
students of color can say, I am proud to go to school in Salem-Keizer! 
Sincerely, 
April Brenden-Locke 
Salem, Oregon" 
 
Sarah Evans  
"I am writing in support of students and teachers of color in our community encouraging your action on 
several issues: 
1) School Resource Officers: The Salem police chief paused funding for this program, which is a great 
start. But we must go even further and completely end the SRO program in our schools. This includes 
officers from Salem, Keizer and Marion County. These officers do not make our schools safer. Instead, 
they sow fear and mistrust among our students of color, and they contribute to more students of color 
entering the school-to-prison pipeline. I urge you to end this program permanently and use the money 
instead to fund more mental health professionals and restorative justice programs. 
2) Racism on the school board: Everyone holds some racist ideas and biases. It’s  how we unpack and 
deal with those biases that matters. School board members Marty Heyen, who is directly connected to 
the III Percenters white nationalist group, and Paul Kyllo, who attended a school board meeting in black 
face, have shown in outward ways that they are letting their biases guide their actions. Heyen admits 
she is not listening to the voices of students of color; she is not even bothering to read the testimony 
they have submitted. More recently, board member Kathy Goss suggested that we save money by 
discontinuing free meals for needy students. This statement is based on misinformation, given that 
school meals are paid for by federal funds. Goss compared getting these meals to the idea of buying or 
not buying a sports car. It makes me sick to think that she would suggest that choosing to get a free 
meal’s potentially the only meal of your day would be anything like choosing a fancy car. Our students 
cannot learn if they are not fed. During a pandemic and an economic crisis, it’s even more important to 
provide these free meals. Heyen, Kyllo and Goss have made their racist views very clear, and all three 
should resign from the board. 
Thanks for your time. 
Sarah Evans" 
 
Lisa Ryan  
"Hello. I am a parent, homeowner, and registered voter in West Salem. To begin, I am writing to express 
my support for Black and Lantix young people’s vision for police free schools in Salem-Keizer Public 
Schools. The district has heard from them for years as dozens of school board meetings, rallies, and 
meetings with your office. Their stories make clear that policing in their schools must end now without 
any further delays. You must immediately and permanently end all contracts for police in schools and 
the use of all surveillance equipment. Please commit to creating police free schools now. 
Also, Marty Heyen and Satya Chandragiri (and for similar, significant bias, Danielle Bethell) must be 
removed/resign from the board immediately. Marty's recent comments on social media further making 
obvious a biased political, religious agenda is absolutely unacceptable, unprofessional, and frankly, 
horrifying. As is the obvious nepotism in appointing Satya despite the community voting 130/1 against. 
We cannot have such not-education-related special interest funded agendas and behaviors in our 



systems, especially in one that's mission and focus should be solely on secular education/science-based 
academics, process-based education and emotional intelligence for its young learners - and most 
vulnerable members of our community. This is not the supposed leadership I want making decisions that 
will affect my children and their future community. Thank you for your time and support." 
 
Elizabeth Manvel  
"I'm submitting my public comment today opposing SROs in SK schools along with the verbatim text of a 
comment left by Director Heyen on a public post 
(https://www.facebook.com/janira.brannigan/posts/992464637881770): 
""Marty Heyen This is going to sound harsh but it needs to be said. I understand people are afraid. Do 
you think I wanted to serve my community and have my name splashed over the front page of the paper 
being named things that are so obviously lies to people who really know me? Heck no. I was a elected to 
serve not to be abused. I receive NO salary just the knowledge that I am making a difference somewhere 
for someone. The people wanting to remove officers from our schools and de-fund our police are a very 
loud voice. They are organized, like a giant organism they work together to bring forward their agenda. 
Socialism. I have received 50 emails in the last 24 hours to remove SRO's from the school. I suspect there 
will be hundreds more before our board meeting on the 11th. Even though we ARE NOT a democracy, 
they know that often the loudest voice gets their way. How easy is it to topple a single tree in a giant 
wind-storm vs a forest. The board cannot continue to stand alone. YOU MUST put on your Armour of 
GOD and stand with us. Be the Forest. Because it you don't you will NEVER have another conservative 
board in Salem-Keizer. If you don't become the forest, you are saying you want Marxism and Socialism 
to continue to grow. You do not have the RIGHT to leave us unprotected. You voted for us, now STAND 
with us. Set aside your fear. Pray. 
And stand for family values Being brave doesn't mean being unafraid. End-of-Rant"" 
I ask each of you to consider the outcome of an elected school board member stoking fear and anger in 
our community against families and students in the district like this: How does this public post impact 
the students you were all elected to serve? How does this impact the board's credibility and ability to 
govern?  
Elizabeth Manvel, parent" 
 
Karen Sue Heywood  
"Two key topics that I would like to weigh in on -- 
1st -- I realize that the Salem Police Dept. has put a hold on resource officers in the Salem-Keizer 
Schools.  This money can be utilized in so many better ways to address systemic issues of racism.  It 
would seem, given the actions of the board over the last several months, that school board members 
would benefit from some training.   
It is my hope with some of this training will help resolve some of my concerns in the second issue below.   
Marty Heyen and Paul Kyllo need to RESIGN.   
The school board needs to DEMAND THESE RESIGNATIONS.   
There is no place for Marty Heyens' beliefs and mindset in a key leadership role in the school district IF 
the school board is going to demonstrate to the community that they are willing to address issues of 
racism, social injustices and bias within the schools.  Paul Kyllo showed his lack of understanding and 
insensitivity which leads one to believe that he also DOES NOT have the right mindset around these 
issues.  How does the school board convince anyone it cares about these issues as long as these 
representatives remain on the school board?   
In addition, now the recent remarks by Kathy Goss, shows a total lack of understanding by this school 
board member about the needs of the Salem-Keizer student community.  Some education about the 
economic status related to minimum job wages and the challenges of people in several of our 



communities apparently is much needed.  These are people and children -- most importantly OUR 
FUTURE.  Ms. Goss really needs some education and should issue an apology back to the community. 
This school board WILL NOT be taken seriously until it deals with these issues.  It is unfortunate that we 
are in a COVID situation, as I think the pressure on the school board would be much more intensely felt 
by the number of community members that would show up in person and shut this board down until 
they effectively take action.     
 
Rossella Mariotti-Jones  
"I'm writing again to urge the board to permanently end the SRO contract with Salem PD. Suspending 
the contract temporarily is simply not enough. Black and Latinx students have been asking to be listened 
to for years and it is time you do.  
I support the students' vision for police free schools in Salem-Keizer Public Schools." 
 
Rossella Mariotti-Jones  
"Members of the Board and Ms. Goss: I listened to the appalling comment you made a while back 
comparing feeding school age children during the summer to owning a convertible luxury car, and 
making it ""too easy for some parents to feed their children"". As I'm writing this, I cannot believe this 
came out of the mouth of a school board administrator. 
As a School Board director, you must realize that the money that goes into providing lunches comes 
mainly from the Federal government. We have a federal government that is trying its hardest to outlaw 
public education in favor or private school, so comments like yours, other than being an abomination on 
the moral front, also lend credibility to the idea that there is a lot wrong with public schools, therefore 
they should be replaced. You must also realize, as a Director, that children who are able to eat, are well 
fed, and in good health will start school in September ready to learn, which must be in your direct 
interest. You should know this because most of us human beings cannot concentrate very well when we 
are hungry or starving. 
Ms. Goss: you were voted in on the School Board with financial help from the Right to Life organization, 
which suggests you care a great deal about life and leaving a healthy existence; why then, Ms. Goss, are 
you differentiating between lives? don't school children have a right to live and thrive and be ready to 
learn as much as fetuses do? Your unfortunate comments make me think you care about lives only while 
they're in the womb. I suggest you reflect on your priorities and morals and start acting like a caring 
person toward the people you're in charge of serving." 
 
Rossella Mariotti-Jones  
"I am again writing in support of Marty Heyen and Paul Kyllo's resignation from the school board. As 
many members of the public noted in the past several months, Heyen is connected to white nationalists 
and supremacists and anti-government organizations such as the III%. Heyen is ignorant regarding why 
members of the public are calling for her resignation, and she has demonstrated that she is not willing 
to understand why, calling her resignation request a ""character assassination"", and citing that she is 
no white supremacist because she has black friends or black family members - there are literally memes 
all over the internet that make fun of this reaction on the part of white folks. Nowadays it's especially 
easy to get educated on this subject, but Heyen refuses to do so, doubling down on her ignorance at 
every opportunity. 
Mr. Kyllo did black face during a school meeting while others on the board were laughing at the 
""joke"". Mr. Kyllo used the face of an African American man to demonstrate that online one could be 
anybody, listening in, or voting for someone else; in other words he used the face of an African 
American man to demonstrate an illegal activity, reinforcing negative stereotypes. 
Heyen and Kyllo need to step down now. It's past time." 



Ellen M Selander  
“Hello, my name is Ellen Selander and I am writing to you today to express my support in the effort to 
remove SROs from Salem-Keizer public schools. As someone who grew up in Keizer and attended grades 
K-12 in this district, I feel it is my civic duty to speak up on this matter. I support Black and Lantix young 
people’s vision for police free schools in Salem-Keizer Public Schools. The board members and district 
has heard from these students for years at dozens of school board meetings, rallies, and meetings with 
your office. Their stories make clear that policing in their schools has no benefit towards their growth 
and safety, and is in fact more detrimental towards their future due to intimidation and racial bias. I 
want children to feel safe in their schools just as much as you do, but SROs are not the answer. You must 
make it top priority to end all contracts for police in schools and the use of all surveillance equipment. 
Rather than spend the funding allocated toward SRO wages, this money should be used to expand after 
school programs and student counselor resources, upgrade and improve school facilities and materials, 
and increase the quality of school meals. As public officials, I urge you to hear and listen to the people in 
your community and commit to creating police free schools. 
 
Aurora Rodriguez Cedillo  
"I am a Grand Mother of 12  and Great Aunt of more than 30 Salem/Keizer Students.  I urge you to stop 
the marginalization, segregation, and decriminalization of students, parents and community members of 
diverse cultural, linguistic and economic backgrounds to enter our schools.  As Member of the 
Salem/Keizer Board of Education it is your duty to see that legal mandates are implemented to assure 
ALL Students and their Families in our District are protected by the Civil Rights Acts,  and Students and 
Parents Right.   
I urge you to provided all students and their families the positive support of Counselors, Social Workers, 
Licensed  and Competent Administrators, Teachers and Support Staff that understand the lived 
experiences and language of the students they serve.  So be Human!  Feed the Children!! Let Police 
Officers police the streets, not school hallways. and Hire locally born and grown Bilingual/Bi-cultural 
Staff.  Get out off the Board Seat if you can't see the human in all of us.  
Thank You.  Aurora Cedillo , " 
 
Jessica Apodaca  
"Hello, my name is Jessica Apodaca and I am a resident of Salem, OR. I have worked for the Salem Keizer 
School District for the past nine and a half years. 
I am emailing to express my support in the removal of SROs in our schools. I demand that the district 
divest from cops in our schools and reinvest in the education of our BIPOC students. 
I demand that Marty Heyen resign from her position on the board. As she clearly has ties to the III 
Percenters, a white nationalist and racist organization. It was very insulting watching both her verbal 
and non-verbal responses to the youth that called in to give testimonies while she was chair.  
I also call for the resignation of Paul Kyllo and Kathy Goss. Paul, for using the face of a Black man in a 
failed attempt to make a point. Kathy, for her comments on money spent feeding our students. Food is a 
basic human need for thousands of our students who qualify for free or reduced lunch. Her privilege was 
definitely showing when she compared being fed to wanting a luxury car. 
The board continues to disregard and ignore the numerous testimonies and voices of the Salem Keizer 
community. Our BIPOC students deserve leaders who will actually listen to their concerns and represent 
them. 
In closing, NO SROs IN OUR SCHOOLS and MARTY, PAUL and KATHY must RESIGN! 
Thank you for your time, 
Jessica Apodaca 
 



 
Joy Dunlap  
“I’d like to speak to the safety of our students and staff. Please do NOT require staff to report to 
buildings unless it’s absolutely necessary. Their presence in shared buildings puts our whole community 
at risk. 
It’s becoming clear that fresh air and masks are the most effective prevention measures we can take. My 
wife teaches at McKay, where the windows don’t even open. When considering returning to the 
buildings, please place the highest priority on ventilation. 
To protect our students, please also remove SROs. They are a detriment to the learning environment, 
safety, and positive life outcomes of our students. 
Here are a few experiences of people I’ve known who were traumatized by police as children: 
doors broken down by police screaming and threatening to shoot while they hid in the closet 
their dog being shot and parents removed from the home 
not taken seriously when they reported being sexually assaulted and bullied 
parents were deported 
stopped and slammed into the ground or against a car by a cop for no reason 
Witnessed parents, siblings, or friends experience police brutality 
The Brown and Black kids who see the statistics, the videos, the facts of the way people of color are 
disproportionately targeted by police, and who wonder when it will happen to them. 
Even in the rare cases that the police officers these kids interacted with were protecting them, the 
effects of trauma are real. Seeing SROs at school is retraumatizing and is not an environment in which 
these kids can learn, and an SRO’s armed presence actually escalates dangerous situations. 
Solutions that actually improve safety include lower student-teacher ratios, counselors who have the 
time to actually engage with and get to know the kids, and social workers. This is what teachers called 
for when the SIA grant was being discussed. The smaller classes and individual outreach required by 
COVID-19 may turn out to be an opportunity that teaches us all to do better for our students. 
 
Laura Jeanne Herrmann  
"Hi, my name is Laura Herrmann and I’m an elementary classroom teacher for our district.  I’m also a 
parent of two Salem-Keizer students.  As you can imagine, I have much on my mind regarding how 
children will access learning in the coming months.  Returning to school is only part of the equation, 
however.   
I have been inspired by the brave students who repeatedly call this board demanding accountability and 
change.  Your lack of meaningful action in response to them troubles me as an educator and a mom.  
Show our youth that their voices matter.  Validate their engagement by discussing, as a board, the 
removal of directors on the basis of displays of racism.  Address their deep concern about the negative 
impact of racial profiling by school police.  Remember that students themselves are the most valuable 
stakeholders in our schools.  Listen to them!  
Make changes!   
It is clear that this board is reluctant to make changes swiftly.  Therefore I suggest that you get a head 
start on the 2021 school board elections by considering how to dismantle the racism that is embedded 
in the very process that you are elected.  Did you know the Oregon Voting Rights Act allows for a school 
board to change their own election process?  Changing our current election process will improve the 
odds that future board directors will better reflect the demographics of our students.  In a district with 
half of our students from the Latinx community, why do we have no board directors from the Latinx 
community?  It is not for lack of leadership or candidates!  The problem is our at-large election system 
which is notorious for repeatedly outvoting one segment of the population.   



Board of Directors, you can make a lasting change before the 2021 elections by changing this inherently 
racist process, but you have to start talking about this now.       
Humbly realize that you were elected by a system of voting that does not meet the needs of our 
community and please work together to change it.   " 
 
Rachel Aleman  
"My name is Rachel Aleman. I'm a community member who resides in Salem, OR and have a long history 
with the Salem-Keizer School District. I attended Bush Elementary, Leslie Middle School and graduated 
from North Salem High in 1978. My two adult daughters attended schools in the district from K-12 and I 
currently have two grandsons in 2nd and 5th grade at an elementary school in the district. 
I am writing to express my full support in the removal of SROs from schools in the district. I stand with 
the students and their demands to remove police from schools and invest in the education of BIPOC 
students. 
I also demand the resignation of MARTY HEYEN because of her close ties with the III Percenters, a racist 
organization. Along with Marty I demand the resignation of both Paul Kyllo and Kathy Goss. They have 
all demonstrated that they don't have the students' best interest in their leadership. They continue to 
ignore the voices of students of color time after time. 
Thank you for your time." 
 
Moses Uriah Jones  
“Marty Heyen is once again showing her true colors by calling everyone who is against her extreme 
views a Marxists.  Using that term so carelessly is proof of the ignorance that is fueling her position.  In 
addition, she is crafting a false narrative that all conservatives are under fire because she is being 
publicly called out.  Intelligent, thoughtful and well-educated conservatives are always welcome, for it is 
important in education to offer varying healthy perspectives. What we do not want, and will not tolerate 
are extremists.  We will NOT stand for a board member who is part of the white supremacist three 
percenters, or who openly associates with the terrorist proud boys.  I understand this is the US, where 
one is free to be a member of these ignorant and hateful movements, but those actions have 
consequences and in this case those consequences should be the disqualification of holding public 
office.  The world is complex and requires those who can think in more than just binary terms.  Be they 
liberal or conservative we need smart, well educated, and agile thinkers on the board of education, so 
that our district can adjust to the shifting complex world that our children will be a part of.  What we do 
not need are the Marty Heyens of the world whom when in power will lead us back to the dark ages.     
 
Rusty Soldner 
“We need SROs out of schools. It is crystal clear that students of color are being negatively and 
disproportionately impacted by SRO presence and the school to prison pipeline. Marty Heyen needs to 
resign. Paul Kyllo needs to resign. The entire board needs to resign for their complicity. Kathy Goss even 
made privileged comments (on May 26) about her waiting to buy a new Mercedes being equivalent to a 
district families waiting to buy food. 
 
Veronica Aleman  
"My name is Veronica Aleman and I reside in Salem, OR. I attended schools in the district from K-12 and 
I am currently a parent of a 2nd and 5th grader. 
I stand with our youth and their demands to remove SROs from schools and reinvest in the education of 
students of color. 
I demand that Marty Heyen, Paul Kyllo and Kathy Goss all resign. Their leadership has failed our students 
in many ways. Especially Marty Heyen and her ties to racist organizations like the III Percenters.  



Please stop ignoring the voices of our BIPOC students!" 
 
Jan Nelson  
"Police officers are not educators. The training and outlook of police officers is inconsistent with the 
primary mission of our schools. It is inappropriate to have police officers on regular duty in the schools. 
I was a middle school teacher for 30 years. I know that there were occasions when police officers were 
called in to the school, but this was after the normal channels of counseling and school discipline had 
been exhausted. This is the proper way for schools to work with police. 
There is ample evidence that the effect of police in the schools is disproportionately negative on 
students of color. Our students in Salem-Keizer are giving their own powerful testimony to this. Listen to 
their voices. Do not return SROs to Salem-Keizer schools." 
 
GAELEN MCALLISTER  
"Dear Members of the Salem Keizer School Board, 
Stand for Children  has long supported equitable education in our community. We believe that children 
learn best when trained professionals are able to practice sound, research based educational strategies.  
We know that schools need to be a place of peace and refuge where children are treated as children.   
We are writing to support the advocacy of Latinos Unidos Siempre  (LUS) and the Center for Popular 
Democracy (CPD)  to permanently remove School Resource Officers from Salem Keizer schools. You have 
heard countless hours of testimony from BIPOC in our community attesting to the unequal and unjust 
treatment their children have endured.  We urge you to believe them. 
We need safety in our schools, but having armed police watching over our children is not the answer, 
and has often been traumatizing.  The police have a role in our society,. However, their role and training 
in enforcing the law, largely with adults, is not appropriate to the classroom.   We know from many 
studies that children of color have been treated more severely by school-based law enforcement. 
Ironically, schools with more police presence have less peace, with more students arrested for minor 
infractions or educational behavior issues that would better be handled by trained educators and 
counselors. We agree that schools are under resourced and lack  mental health counselors and social 
workers.  We would support redirecting policing funds to fill those important roles." 
 
Michael Pollard  
"I am still waiting for Marty Heyen and Paul Kyllo to resign from the board and now i am also asking 
Kathy Goss to resign.  Kathy Goss, maybe you can afford a toy Mercedes! How dare you compare hungry 
families to your being able to not afford a Mercedes. How dare you represent our student community 
when you do not understand that being hungry is not conducive to a healthy learning environment. 
Bravo for the pause of not having SRO in our schools this year.  Let's make this a permanent situation 
and while we are working on this, lets end all contracts with all of the police." 
 
Alanna Rose Johnson  
“My name is Alanna and I am the white mother of an 8yr old Mexican daughter. Let me make clear that I 
demand the removal of policing surveilance in our schools and expect a renovated and more wholistic 
approach from our educators and law makers to help form our children into healthy, capable 
community members. "IT TAKES A VILLAGE TO RAISE A CHILD." I trust that every educator is familiar 
with this concept. Policing and monitoring kids with police officers in schools, damages the psyche of 
children engaging in criminal behavior and those who arent. Look into and invest more in avenues to 
support them and help them overcome the extreme challenges they face. Making children into criminals 
only guarantees a lifelong struggle to become a productive adult before they ever reach adulthood. 
Police pressence in schools is complete overkill. Perhaps, keep a couple officers contracted and ready to 



respond in case of extreme emergency. But DO NOT have them patrol hallways, posed and ready to 
make moves and take legal action against our children. I refuse to enroll my child in a school where 
police are present. Children make mistakes. Many of these children lack adult attention and guidance 
from outside of school. Reach out to them and show them that they are wanted and they matter. Stop 
the intimidation, judgement and criminalization of our children, especially in our most at-risk 
communities. Please do the right thing for the long haul and take the time to address the causes of 
unrest that the kids face, instead of criminalizing the symptoms of our broken systems. As parents, we 
trust you to be there for our children and empower them to all lengths, because so many of us parents 
work full time or face seemingly impossible challenges of our own. We can't do this by ourselves. We 
count on you to help us ensure a bright future for our children and that of our country.  
 
Hollie Oakes-Miller  
"Hello my name is Hollie Oakes-Miller and my partner Gary Miller and I have lived in Salem, Zone 7, 
since 2004.  
We support Latinos Unidos Siempre and other local community organizers and activists in their demands 
that SRO be removed from all Salem-Keizer schools before students physically return to school.  The 
school district must use the equity lens in every single decision they make in order to assure racial 
justice for Black, Brown, and Indigenous students in the SKSD. 
We demand that superintendent, Christy Perry, use her position to immediately end the contract 
between the school district and the SRO program.  
We demand that School Board members Marty Heyen and Paul Kyllo resign from their positions, due to 
their connections to white supremacist groups and individual and/or their actions that support and 
uphold white supremacy. 
It is unacceptable that Marty Heyen and other school board members have refused to listen to the 
overwhelming demands of the community for months and instead are working to rally their white 
supremacist bases to oppose racial justice in our schools. 
It is unacceptable that Paul Kyllo wore Black face during a school board meeting where he served as vice 
chair while other board members laughed or said nothing in response. 
We demand that the school board and the school district listen to the voices of our community and 
begin to create more equitable schools for our Black, Brown, and Indigenous youth. " 
 
Patrice Pollard   
"I  fully support LUS in their request to permanently end all contracts that place SRO's in the SKSD, 
including the Salem Police Department, Keizer Police Department, and the Marion County Sheriff's 
Department. 
Any school board member who chooses to do blackface or laugh at it must resign now. Any school board 
member who is connected to or associated with extreme militia groups or hate groups such as 
Oregonians For Immigration Reform, the Proud Boys, and any school board member who is connected 
to or associates with any person who uses White Nationalist hand signs must resign. These members can 
not be trusted to make good policy decisions for our students who are BIPOC and  LGBTQ. 
I am also calling on Kathy Goss to resign as she does not understand the concerns and reality that many 
of our students and families cope with on a daily basis. Her comments on funding school lunches are 
despicable. 
Most schools try to keep their students safe from hate groups; our students are exposed to hate 
through their school board members.  
Our students deserve a board truly committed to all students! 
 
 



Levi Herrera-Lopez  
“Good evening. My name is Levi Herrera-Lopez and I'm a resident of Salem in Zone 5. I'm writing to 
comment on Agenda Item 9.b. I want to say that I agree that Superintendent Perry has been in 
compliance of this limitation, although there is a still a need for her to do more engagement. At the 
same time, I wish the Board had similar goals or limitations for yourselves, or that you maybe use your 
own Equity Lens as a real guide. Case in point: the conversation on the SROs has been muddied by this 
Conservative Board of Directors -- as your former Chair recently described you. Logically, this means you 
have a Conservative social and political agenda. We all thought we are a democracy, and that our Board 
serves everyone not just social conservatives, but not according to your former chair. That actually 
serves to explain the continued dismissal of our voices over the last two months. I take no joy in saying 
this, but I am putting on my armour of God in speaking to you. You call us Marxists and Socialists 
because we ask you to spend money on socioemotional supports, in-classroom supports, and in 
restorative justice, instead of on law enforcement. We show you science, data and stories, to back up 
the argument that SROs do not make our schools safer. You say that these youths have a victim 
mentality, dismissing the real trauma that was inflicted upon them. You say that they are being 
manipulated by dark forces, dismissing the fact they've shared their lived experiences with you. You 
value only comments that agree with your Conservative agenda and point of view, even when these 
comments are based on feelings, opinions, and no real data. This is not about left or right ideologies. It is 
about a segment of the students for whom you are responsible telling you they are not safe. That's it. Do 
something about it. In conclusion, please place a similar goal or limitation for yourselves as you have 
placed on Superintendent Perry. Thank you. 
 
Dwight Sanders  
"The school board should be extremely cautious with respect to their reentry plan. COVID is still 
transmitting at a high rate in this county, and reopening schools will almost certainly exacerbate that 
further. Please remember that higher transmission of the virus will directly translate to a higher rate of 
DEATH. At the very least, if schools are to reopen, they need to take extreme precautions with social 
distancing and mandatory masks for all students and faculty.  
Even still, many kids, especially younger ones, will not abide by these rules and the transmission of the 
virus will go up! 
How many deaths should we ignore so we can open our schools? 
The virus will not go away unless we act responsibly.  
Please do not take actions that will lengthen the siege that COVID-19 is waging against us.  
In addition, the presence of SROs on school grounds has been shown to have a negative impact on our 
students. That means that we as tax payers are paying money to police departments so that they will 
adversely affect the mental health and education of our youths.  
SROs should be removed from schools immediately and the money that was spent on them should be 
spent on personal health education such as teaching kids proper coping mechanisms and interpersonal 
relationship skills, and on counselors for students.  
Stop spending our money to hurt our children and start spending it to help them. " 
 
Hailey Kehoe Thommen  
“As a school board your job is to help improve the education of children, elevate their well-being, and 
ensure safety within the school system; the position being rooted in the care for kids. Marty Heyen, Paul 
Kyllo, Daniello Bethell, and Kathy Goss have shown themselves to be unfit for these positions, and 
instead have ulterior motives. The entire board itself has shown that they are unwilling to work in 
cooperation with the students and community that voice their sincere concerns. Gone are the days you 
all can go about making decisions for our community unwatched, and good riddance. Students and 



community members have continuously voiced their desire for full removal of SRO’s from schools, 
stating that instead the money would be far better spent on employing counselors, funding lunch and 
higher education programs, as well as funding physical activities and clubs. Our children don’t need 
police, they need resources that will actively help them grow, learn, and feel safe- police do not provide 
this. Terminating this program and saving 13k per month per officer would free up money that could be 
better spent feeding our students- although Kathy Goss would rather them learn and live on an empty 
stomach. I encourage you to look up the statistics of how police affect schools- then the research that’s 
been done about providing youth with their basic needs. You’ll find that schools have higher rates of 
graduates and less crime when given food and positive opportunities, instead of the intimidating, 
accusatory, and reactive presence of police. Improvements to our schools can't be done when members 
of this board are clearly using this position not to benefit kids, but themselves and their political 
positions- Heyen and Bethell. This is about kids and education, not maintaining conservative boards in 
Salem-Keizer. Goss and Kyllo are vastly out of touch with the community and what it means to care for 
kids. Remove them and the SRO's and we can build together as community.  
 
Sianna Moreno  
“I demand that police officers are removed from the Salem Keizer school district. Their presence only 
brings fear and destruction to the education system. Students should NEVER fear for their safety, while 
receiving education. This specifically puts BIPOC students at risk, which represent over 40% of the 
population. It is your job to serve the best interest of the student, please do so. Members of this school 
board have mentioned the cost of feeding students throughout the summer, why is this cost more 
bothersome than funding a position that only brings fear to the classrooms? Their removal will not only 
increase budget mobility for you all, but will also greatly benefit student futures, and mental health. This 
needs to matter to you all. The health, future and well being of the students needs to come before your 
own political views. Furthermore, I demand that a formal investigation look into Marty Huyns ties to 
local far-right groups. This is putting our students in direct danger as she has power over their futures. 
Additionally, I demand action against Paul Kylo for wearing Blackface to your board meeting, and Jesse 
Lepold for laughing instead of using his voice to stand up against this direct and blunt racism.   
 
Madolyn Kelm  
"I, a former student in the Salem Keizer school district, am demanding that the school board move 
towards divesting in the police and ending the SKSD contract with SROs from Salem PD and Keizer PD 
and Marion County Sheriff's Office. These funds should be reinvested into the education of Black, 
Indigenous, students of color, and people with disestablishes education.  
I also demand the resignation of known white supremacists that still remain seated on the school board. 
Including Marty Heyen and Paul Kyllo. Having these people still residing on this board is a continuation 
of silencing lesser heard groups, specifically the entirety of the BIPOC community. " 
 
Alexa collins  
“I have a child who is five and has allergies. I am overweight and notice of difficulty breathing when I 
wear a mask. I do not believe that my child nor I should be discriminated against and be forced and look 
down upon to wear a mask in order to go into a store go to school or receive services. Many of other 
countries have not done masks and their children have stayed in school and they have been just fine and 
healthy. I think that private schools should be able to make their own choice They do and I think parents 
should be able to make their own choices based upon their child. I know that my child is the only child 
and has faced some frustrations and is affected by not being in school and needs to be in school in 
person. Yesterday on a walk I met a homeless lady had just prior Lee tried to go to Burger King with a 
gift card her only way to eat. She has a note from her doctor that she doesn’t have to wear a mask due 



to asthma. Very refused to serve her and she got angry and they called the cops on her. This lady has 
some built-up frustration and anger due to her circumstances. And her fiancÃ© dying of your prior and 
being raped and pepper sprayed by a security guard for just walking around at night. So she may have 
been triggered. She should not be discriminated against and have to wear a mask either nor many 
others. Yesterday they cut many funds to the public veterans mentally ill and healthcare systems the 
homeless population may grow. And not everyone benefits from wearing a mask they’re going to need 
our support and not a discrimination.. Yesterday they cut many funds to the public veterans mentally ill 
and healthcare systems the homeless population may grow. And not everyone benefits from wearing a 
mask they’re going to need our support and not a discrimination 
 
Rachel Johnston  
"Good afternoon Salem-Keizer school board members, and happy Tuesday! I am writing today to discuss 
and advocate the needs of BIPOC youth in our community. That starts with taking real concrete action to 
ending the SKSD contract with SRO's from Salem PD, Keizer PD, and Marion County Sheriff's Office. That 
also includes re-investing that money towards the education of Black, Indigenous, students of color, and 
people with disabilities' education. There has been nothing substantive done to address the 
communities demands to remove SRO's from the district. Additionally, I am demanding the resignation 
of Marty Heyen and Paul Kyllo from the school board. Let me remind you that Paul Kyllo wore blackface 
for an entire hour and thirty minutes during a school board meeting and not one of you stopped him 
from doing so, instead, there was laughter and Marty Heyen and Jesse Lippold visibly showed they were 
amused by it. There is also concrete evidence that Marty Heyen has ties to white supremacist groups 
like the 3 percenters (III%) and was even photographed recently wearing a 3 percenters shirt at a rally at 
the Capitol. Marty Heyen has also been seen on a Facebook comment thread trying to scare community 
members with conspiracy theories to get them to submit public testimony in favor of harmful policy 
stances instead of anything that will benefit the student’s education. Last time I checked, having a seat 
on the school board is a non-partisan position. It is clear she would rather suppress democracy through 
fear-mongering than be a champion for the children and youth of our community. For these reasons, I 
am demanding both of their resignation from the school board. We must do better for the safety and 
well-being of the children and youth in this beautiful and diverse community of ours, and I implore you 
all to enact these necessary changes.  
Sincerely and with great hope, 
Rachel Johnston" 
 
Peter Teller  
"Good Evening Board Directors: 
My name is Pete Teller. I reside in Salem, Oregon, and I am speaking as an individual. 
These comments pertain to Agenda Item 9 Reports, sub-section (b) Executive Limitation 3: Relationships 
with Parents, Student, Community. 
The Executive Limitation 3 Report lists several standing committees that involve the Superintendent 
along with community stakeholders who provide feedback to the Superintendent. Conspicuously absent 
from the list are Mano a Mano and Latinos Unidos Siempre unless they are the unnamed 
groups/agencies in the references, local advocacy groups or nonprofit agencies. This oversight maybe 
unintentional or on purpose depending on one’s perspective, but the fact they are not named disregards 
their valued status within the Salem Keizer community at-large. 
A continued concern within the report is the proliferation of advisory committees within the district. 
Recently, there is rumored to be even another student advisory committee being selected that will 
provide input on policing in schools. This particular trend needs critical attention and monitoring. If 
systemic racism and anti-racism are truly issues to be taken seriously, then we need to avoid the pitfall 



of overzealously creating multiple advisory groups, which only serve to perpetuate the dominant racist 
system by diluting the messages of the numerous advisory committees who are now in competition with 
themselves to get their message heard. 
I beg the Superintendent to continue to be vigilant in supporting the students, families, and members of 
our marginalized underrepresented communities, communities of color, and LGBTQ persons by 
systematically raising their unified voices to advocate for positive change rather than fueling the 
system’s perpetual elimination of their voices by conflating their needs and concerns. We must hear our 
ethnic, racial, and sexually diverse voices or risk continued injury and harm to our constituents as a 
whole.  
 
 


